
#COALFREENIGERIA



Campaign Objectives
•Create awareness on the negative health and environmental 
impact of coal mining in Kogi and Benue states to mobilize 
community and build resistance for the project

•Build the capacity of coal mining affected communities in Kogi and 
Benue states to demand for justice  using non violent direct 
approach by identifying case studies of communities that have had 
a successful transition to renewable source of energy

•Lobby both the members of Parliament and the Federal 
Government  to ban the issuance of coal mining licenses in Nigeria



Campaign Strategy

• The Coal Free Nigeria campaign is simply about Telling the story of 
the Coal Industry in Nigeria in the most compelling way and 
eventually get the government of Nigeria to stop the issuance of coal 
mining license. 



Coal Free Nigeria Campaign-The 
Story
•Storytelling is the 
process of using fact 
and narrative to 
communicate 
something to your 
audience



Coal Free Nigeria Campaign-The 
Story

In order to tell the story of 
coal in Nigeria, we need 
to get the facts correct 
and when it was not 
available we went to get it 
ourselves.

This was done through 
listening to the people of 
the community tell their 
stories.



Why Storytelling for the Campaign

The campaign is designed 
to be a people led 
movement. In order to 
influence people actions 
and thought ,we needed to 
appeal to the emotions of 
people and create empathy 
for host communities. This 
way, our voices and actions 
will be stronger.



HOW #COALFREENIGERIA IS 
TELLING ITS STORY

•Produce quality visual 
and audiovisual content 
capturing the stories of 
frontline communities.

•This is important 
because people react to 
what they see and hear 
way faster than what 
they read.



Digital Tools for Campaigning 

With Covid-19 physical interaction with 
people is limited to the barest minimum. 
This will normally inhibit the progress of 
many campaigns.  However, our campaign 
have continued without a lot of physical 
interactions because we are now more focus 
on digital campaigning.



Tools we use

•Twitter
This is effective because all 
our target audience for the 
campaign such the 
Nigerian Government, the 
Parliament, Ministries and 
agencies of Government 
are all on this platform



How we use Twitter

•As a digital campaign 
strategy, the campaign 
itself is a hash tag (#)

•#CoalFreeNigeria

A hashtag is a word or keyword 
phrase preceded by a hash, also 
known as the pound sign (#). 
It's used within a post on social 
media to help those who may be 
interested in your topic to be 
able to find it when they search 
for a keyword or 
particular hashtag



How we use Twitter

Tagging
We tag our targeted audience on our 
post regularly so they could see the 
post



Petition
With an online 
petition, we are 
able to call 
people to action 
to lend their 
support to the 
campaign and 
demand for 
climate Justice



Blogging
In order to keep the 
issues fresh on the 
minds of people, we 
write blog posts using 
the AfrikaVuka 
platform and others. 
This is also one of our 
tool for continuous 
awareness creation 
about the issues.



Other Digital Tools Include
•Facebook

•WhatsApp

•Instagram

•Text Messaging



Messaging
The message and 
content we share on 
all the digital 
platforms are 
messages from the 
frontline communities 
whose voices are not 
so loud. With these 
digital tools, we 
amplify their voices 
and let them be 
heard.



Thank You


